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Abstract - To provide different types of data services within the wireless spectrum, new communication technologies are required. The Cognitive Radio, CR, cooperative network is one such emerging technology to fulfill the new needs. In this paper we used simulation to investigate key enhancement focused on Cognitive Radio technology for fifth generation (5G) mobile communication networks. Cognitive radio is an important candidate for next generation (5G) systems because it gives the unlicensed users the ability to access the spectrum, resulting in increased demand for radio spectrum resources. The effectiveness of spectrum sensing methodologies for cognitive radio is presented to provide a step by step treatment of the topics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With a growing desire to make life easy, the number of intelligent devices is increasing every day. The obtainable bandwidth allocation in fourth generation (4G) wireless technology cannot handle such a huge number of devices [1]. Further, the services presented by these mobile devices also increase mobile traffic and there is a need to provide quick and efficient services at a low cost. There is an exponential growth in the count of devices that are hungry for bandwidth as well as there is a large shortage in the vacant spectrum. Also, the availability of broadband access to remote areas and the integration of varied networks on a common platform remains elusive. All the above-foresaid factors have led to the advent of next-generation mobile network technology, namely 5G technology [2, 3]. In this technology, methods are deployed to provide faster speeds, greater capacity, and enhanced services. Also expected to meet the increasing demand for data from consumers, and to support new services designed to meet growing demands for data from industrial users. Moreover, it is possible to achieve high data rates with minimum latency and reduced energy [4]. This technology is capable of treating heterogeneous devices. In spite of its many benefits, there are many challenges and implementation issues in 5G. Apart from the humongous increase in mobile traffic, the nature of traffic is not only random but also varied. The diverse variation in traffic in terms of periods poses difficulties in the planning of network infrastructure. The networks are unable to handle huge loads during peak traffic and become underutilized when traffic is less. Further, the services offered are also diverse such as browsing, multimedia and gaming and hence the Quality of Service requirements are different for various services. The existing cellular network is ineffective to handle high volume multimedia downloads. The main challenge is to look into parts to make the futuristic technology of 5G real. Utilization of spectrum, exhaustion of energy and efficiency of cost are three major performance measures that should be majorly looked into in the progress of a 5G system.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND WEAKNESSES OF CURRENT TECHNIQUES

In this section, the basic precursor to CR research is essential to work through Mitola and Maguire in 1999 and researched to measure the spectrum early in 1995 to determine the use of the spectrum, both in licensed and non-licensed band. CR research targeted rapidly on Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) and secondary utilize spectrum as the major goals of the preliminary research in United States. This was due to the reality that it attracted several early project tasks (such as MILTON, URA and spectrum). For more details find references [5-9].

Another enhancement of the research was provided by many loud researchers, who indicated the existence of flaws applicable in the contemporary organizational field. In the field of standardization, three companies have emerged first of all to job on existing technologies and construction: IEEE 802.22 and most lately the technical committee for reconfigurable radio systems based on commercial register and Software Defined Radio (SDR). Likewise, the SDR gathering, even as an industry team, has elaborated several of the CRC- associated problems; commercially, the generality sophisticated standardization endeavor is IEEE 802.22 and associated project aimed at providing dynamic access to the unoccupied television spectrum. Nevertheless, IEEE 802.11 ac needs a somewhat restricted cognition stage [10].

In this paper, CR was being extensively researched as a technology conducive to opportunistic access to white TV Spaces (TVWS): huge parts of the Ultra high frequency / Very high frequency television bands that became obtainable within the geographical backbone next digital conversion. In
US, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has previously suggested opportunistic access to television bands at 2004 [11].

The literature shows no consensus on CR, which means that CRs model working in this system was offered to the federal communication commission, MOTOROLA and PHILIPS in 2008 [12]. After considerable testing, the FCC adopted in Nov. 2008 a second statement and arrangement that sets out regulations that permit the process of cognitive tools in TVWS on a secondary basis [13].

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of cognitive radio from 1900 to 2020. Moreover, in what is undoubtedly revolutionary policy shift, in the lately freed digital earnings rehearsal notification, the UK organizer, The office of communications, commonly known as Office of Communications, Commonly (OFCOM).

OFCOM, proposes to “allow the use of a license that is exempt from the cognitive spectrum of cognitive devices”. Moreover, OFCOM cases that “we see a tremendous scope for cognitive equipment to use overlapping spectrum and to emerge and benefit from international economies of scale” [15]. More lately, Auerbach published a new session offering in addition to specifics of the suggested cognitive radio networks [16].

Each the United States and the United Kingdom conform the cognitive access paradigm and a high level of cognitive access to the 802.22 television bands [17] [18] in the last stage, researchers expect CR to evolve into a major global technology in the future.

III. DEFINITION OF COGNITIVE RADIO

Cognitive radio is a mobile communications radio in which the network or the wireless node adjusts the transmission or adjusts the reception parameters based on contact with the environment to communicate effectively without interfering with the licensed users [19]. There are two major characteristics [20] of CR:

- **Cognitive Power:** Cognitive power knows the might to sense data from its radio circumference for radio technology.

- **Reconfiguration:** The cognitive function provides spectrum consciousness. Reconfiguration indicates to the radio's ability to alternate tasks, and permits CR software to be dynamically adapted to the radio environment (modulation scheme, frequency, communication protocol, and transmission power).

Moreover, there are also two kinds of cognitive radio are:

- **Full Cognitive Radio:** complete CR examination of each parameters. The node or wireless network can be familiar with each observable parameter [21].

- **Cognitive radio spectrum sensor:** Discovers channels in the radio frequency spectrum. The basic request
in the cognitive radio network is the spectrum sensor. To consolidate the probability of detection [22], many signal revelation methods are utilized in the spectrum sensor.

As shown in Fig. 2, wideband radio or tunable radio can be a transceiver architecture with cognitive radios. Taking wideband radio into account, the problems are not only the (analog-to-digital converter / digital to analog converter) posed in the next paragraph, but also the high dynamic range and high linearity Low Noise Amplifier (LNA), and matching network narrowband impedance [23].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE TO OBTAIN RESULTS

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the simulation for cognitive radio. Where the system can be analyzed through simulation in the MATLAB program.

Ten primary users were assumed in this system, carrier frequencies used for a system are 10 signals, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 MHz, respectively, for each user. The sampling frequency is 200MHz used to simulate the system. The Power Spectrum Density (PSD) is determined, in contrast to the predefined threshold value and calculates the existence of a Primary User (PU) signal.

Here, suppose all primary users are present. The power spectral density curve of the signal as shown in Fig. 4 where all frequency bands used efficiently after adding another user.

The power spectral density for the signal is determined through its predefined value to the determined presence of Primary Users (PU). Figure 5 assumed the first two and fifth and eight primary users, that’s present (Used Bands). 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 9th, and 10th is not present (Unused Bands) in the spectrum.
Finally, the received signal was attenuated by 30% and the result is shown in figure 8 while attenuate the received signal by 15% and the result is shown in figure 9.

The peaks of the signals are proportionally decreasing as the attenuation increases, so the attenuation in the channel will decrease the signal strength, essentially hindering the reception of appropriate signals.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Cognitive radio plays a vital role in the efficient utilization of radio frequency spectrum. In this paper we explored the use of dynamic spectrum access at run time and, by using sensing spectrum cognitive radio, to discover the spectrum gaps and to permit primary users to utilize these gaps at will in order not to interfere with the main (licensed) users. Using simulation, we explored: i) how a CR system can be effectively used to recycle the unutilized spectrum to increase the whole design capability, and ii) the design and simulation of cognitive radio system by using MATLAB, to ensure maximum utilization by decreasing spectrum holes.
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